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reduce this kingdome. Confident as anythinge under heaven Scot-
land shall not hold out five monthes. One sumer well imployed will
doe it. Venter all I had, I would carry it or loose it,'
This line of argument won the vigorous approval of Laud:
'Tried all waies, and refused alwayes; by the lawe of God you
should have subsistancc, and ought to have it, and lawfull to take it.'1
In practice, however, it did not prove so easy to raise money
by any method. The attempt to exact 'coat and conduct' money
for the train-bands met with much resistance, and the produce
of ship money was also small. The City refused to lend and
treated threats of distraint of their property with derision.
Charles thought of device after device to fill his empty coffers.
The debasement of the coinage was ordered, but countermanded
in view of the threat of merchants to increase the price of their
goods to correspond. Loans were successively begged in vain
from Spain, France, and Rome.
Under these conditions it is not surprising that Charles failed
ignominiously to raise an army equal to looking the Scots in
the focc. Desertion was frequent, and not even the execution of
martial law sufficed to keep men to their colours. Mutinous out-
breaks of the train-bands assumed the form of demonstrations
against the church policy associated with Laud's name. Com-
munion-rails, in particular, incurred the hostility of the militia
of the southern counties and furnished material for several
bonfires. The result was that the Scottish army crossed the
Tweed at Goldstrcam unopposed. The cannonade at Ncwburn
(on the Tyne) was sufficient to make many under the king's
standard throw down their arms and run. Strafford paints the
situation vividly:
*The army altogether necessitous and unprovided of all necessaries.
That part which I bring now with me from Durham, the worst I
ever saw. Our horse all cowardly; the country from Berwick to York
in the power of the Scots; an universal affright in all; u general dis-
affection to the king's service, none sensible of his dishonour.**
There seemed only one remedy—a parliament—but Charles
was extremely averse. Not so his subjects, During August the
leaders of the opposition—Essex, Warwick, Bedford, Sayc and
Sele, and Brooke among the peers, and Pym and Hampden
among the commons—were in close conference. The result was
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